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Special Meeting of the Critical Incident Review Committee 
DRAFT Meeting Minutes for 

Friday, September 30, 2022, at 1:00 p.m. 
(Virtual Meeting via Microsoft Teams Platform) 

 

At 1:01 p.m. Executive Session [Call to Order, Roll Call and Opening Remarks by 
Commission Chairperson (Sha Brown)] 

 Sha S. Brown, Chairperson, called the Executive Session of the Pennsylvania State Law 
Enforcement Citizen Advisory Commission’s (Commission) Critical Incident Review Committee’s 
(Review Committee) Special Meeting to order and acknowledged the presence of a quorum. 
 
 Chairperson Brown summarized the status of the committee’s reviews of Internal Case Nos. 21-
0018-P and 21-0017-P including reconsideration of Findings and Conclusions along with 
Recommendations, if any, and proposed language related to the Review Committee’s revised draft of the 
reasonableness section of Preliminary Investigative Review Report for Internal Case No. 21-0018-P.  
After clarifying questions and comments, Chairperson Brown reported that no additional information was 
received from the Covered Agency since its last Special Meeting held on September 21, 2022 concerning 
its review of Internal Case No. 21-0018-P.  Concerning its review of Internal Case No. 21-0017-P, 
Chairperson Brown reported that the Review Committee received a comprehensive summary and oral 
presentation of its completed internal investigation of the underlying incident along with responses [dated 
September 6, 2022] to the Review Committee’s written questions and redacted Motor Vehicle Recordings 
(MVRs).  As a result of this production, the Review Committee was ready to begin deliberations on its 
six Review Objectives in anticipation of authorization to draft a preliminary report for Internal Case No. 
21-0017-P for further consideration.   
 
 After several Commissioners expressed disappointment with the lack of access to information 
during their reviews, Chairperson Brown recapped the type of information that a Covered Agency is 
required to provide under Executive Order 2020-04 (as amended), and the Review Committee’s ability to 
request additional information related to their reviews (which lacks an enforcement mechanism and 
therefore any related disclosure is within the Covered Agency’s discretion).   
 
 With no further confidential or administrative matters or other questions, the Executive Session of 
the Review Committee ended at 1:22 p.m.  
 
At 1:30 p.m.  Public Session of Special Meeting Started and Recording Began 
 
At 1:30 p.m.  Call to Order and Roll Call  
 Chairperson Brown called the Special Meeting of the Commission’s Critical Incident Review 
Committee (Review Committee) to order and announced that the Special Meeting was being recorded and 
participation in the meeting conferred consent to such recording.  Commission Secretary Jaimie Hicks 
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conducted a Roll Call and Commissioners Spero Lappas [Review Committee Chairperson], Charima 
Young, and Bishop Jones along with Vice-Chairperson Pittinger were present remotely and a quorum of 
the Review Committee was constituted.  Andrea Lawful-Sanders was unable to participate and excused 
from this meeting.  Ex-Officio Member Angela Fitterer (representing the Governor’s Office) was also 
present remotely.  A copy of the Roll Call and Attendance Form is attached hereto and made a part hereof 
[see Attachment 1]. 
    
At 1:31 p.m. Public Comment Reminder 
 Chairperson Brown reminded members of the public of the various ways citizens may participate 
and offer public comment before and during all meetings of the Commission and the Commission’s 
Review Committees to ensure public participation and transparency.  For purposes of this Special 
Meeting, public comment was limited to three minutes per speaker. 
 
At 1:32 p.m. Motion to Approve Critical Incident Review Committee’s Meeting Agenda by 

Unanimous Consent 
 Chairperson Brown asked for a motion to approve the Critical Incident Review Committee’s 
Meeting Agenda by unanimous consent.  The motion was offered and seconded by Review Committee 
members in attendance.  Chairperson Brown asked if there were any objection(s) to the Meeting Agenda 
and after hearing no objections, Chairperson Brown recognized the approval of the Critical Incident 
Review Committee’s Meeting Agenda by unanimous consent.  A copy of the Critical Incident Review 
Committee’s September 30, 2022, Special Meeting Agenda, as adopted, is attached hereto, and made a 
part hereof [see Attachment 2]. 
 
At 1:32 p.m.  Motion to Approve Adoption of the Draft of the Critical Incident Review 

Committee’s September 21, 2022, Meeting Minutes by Unanimous Consent 
 Chairman Brown asked for a motion to approve the draft of the Critical Incident Review 
Committee’s September 21, 2022, Meeting Minutes by unanimous consent.  The motion was offered and 
seconded by Review Committee members.  Unanimous consent to approve adoption of the draft of the 
Critical Incident Review Committee’s September 21, 2022 Meeting Minutes passed with no noted 
objections [a copy of the Meeting Minutes as adopted are available on the Review Committee’s webpage 
found at www.osig.pa.gov/PSLECAC]. 
 
At 1:33 p.m. Other Review Committee Administrative Matters and/or Remarks  
 Interim Review Committee Chairperson Lappas did not have any administrative matters to report 
but offered general remarks.  Review Committee Chairperson Lappas first stated that Commissioners 
understood the matters currently under consideration and related tasks necessary for completion of its 
reviews of Internal Case Nos. 21-0017-P and 21-0018-P.  Review Committee Chairperson Lappas added 
that both completed internal administrative investigations involved very serious and troubling underlying 
incidents resulting in the death of citizens [which began as minor traffic enforcement activity].  Review 
Committee Chairperson Lappas also commented that both completed investigations presented common 
issues related to the Covered Agency’s administrative policies which deserve very careful deliberation.  
 
At 1:34 p.m. Consideration, Discussion, and Continued Deliberation Concerning Internal 

Case No. 21-0017-P for the Purpose of Drafting a Preliminary Investigative 
Review Report for Further Consideration by the Review Committee 
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  Chairperson Brown began deliberations concerning completion of its review for the purpose of 
drafting a Preliminary Investigative Review Report for Internal Case No. 21-0017-P by summarizing 
information provided by the Pennsylvania State Police (PSP) to date that included a comprehensive 
PowerPoint summary and oral presentation of PSP’s completed internal investigation, three redacted 
MVRs of the underlying incident, and responses to the Review Committee’s written questions.  
Chairperson Brown also reported that it reviewed relevant policies, procedures, and collective bargaining 
agreement(s).   
 
 Chairperson Brown reported the Review Committee was prepared to make preliminary 
determinations of whether PSP’s completed internal investigation of the underlying incident was prompt, 
fair, impartial, complete, whether the findings on adjudication were reasonable, and if discipline, if any, 
was reasonable based on standard law enforcement protocols.  Chairperson Brown reported that the 
Review Committee was also tasked with determining if any policy or training deficiencies exist, and when 
identified, make recommendations to PSP to correct the identified deficiencies.  Specifically, Chairperson 
Brown cross walked the Review Committee through its six Review Objectives as follows: (1) determining 
if PSP’s completed internal investigation was Prompt and Fair [Review Objective No. 1] by comparing 
PSP’s completed internal investigation with agency policy and relevant collective bargaining agreement; 
(2) determining if PSP’s completed internal investigation was Impartial [Review Objective No. 2] by 
reviewing agency policy designed to ensure fairness and impartiality, ensuring internal investigations were 
conducted in compliance with said policies and determining whether any conflict of interest existed based 
on all known information; (3) determining if PSP’s internal investigation was Complete [Review 
Objective No. 3] by reviewing whether PSP investigators collected all reasonable obtainable facts and 
conducted all relevant interviews; (4) determining if Adjudicatory Findings were Reasonable [Review 
Objective No. 4] by reviewing the PSP’s adjudication report to ensure all relevant facts were considered, 
including all known actions by the enforcement officer, and determine whether the adjudicator’s decision 
was reasonable based on a totality of the circumstances; (5) determining if the Discipline (if any) was 
Reasonable [Review Objective No. 5] by comparing discipline issued (if any) to past disciplinary 
precedent to confirm that any discipline was reasonable and consistent with the Covered Agency’s just 
cause standard, rules and regulations, collective bargaining agreements, and/or grievance and arbitration 
decisions [not applicable to this review since no discipline was issued]; and (6) determining if any Policy 
or Training Deficiencies Exist [Review Objective No. 6] by comparing facts and circumstances 
described in the Covered Agency’s completed internal investigation with relevant department policies, 
department training, and best practice guidelines to determine if any policy or training deficiencies are 
apparent. Where deficiencies are identified, make recommendations for corrective actions to the Covered 
Agency. 
 
 At this time, Chairperson Brown opened the floor to discussion and deliberations concerning 
promptness and fairness [Review Objective No. 1].  To this end, Chairperson Brown stated that 
Commissioners must compare PSP’s completed internal investigation with agency policy and relevant 
collective bargaining agreement and relinquished the floor to Review Committee Chairperson Lappas.  
Concerning Review Objective No. 1, Review Committee Chairperson Lappas stated that a determination 
of whether a Covered Agency’s completed internal investigation were prompt and fair was almost a given.  
Review Committee Chairperson Lappas remarked that PSP regularly kept to a calendar and related 
deadlines regarding when an investigation/adjudication must be completed along with other notice 
requirements.  Additionally, Review Committee Chairperson Lappas believed the process was fair to 
involved Troopers. 
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 Commissioner Young asked a clarifying question whether PSP required a conflict of interest 
declaration at the time of this investigation.  However, Chairperson Brown replied that Commissioner 
Young’s question related to impartially [Review Objective No. 2].  Commissioner Young then stated she 
had no issues related to the Review Committee’s determination of promptness and fairness.  Chairperson 
Brown then posed the question of whether the Review Committee preliminarily finds that PSP’s 
completed internal ins completed investigation was both prompt and fair and all Commissioners 
responded “Yes.”    
  
 Concerning impartiality [Review Objective No. 2], Chairperson Brown stated that Commissioners 
must determine whether PSP’s completed internal investigation was impartial by reviewing agency policy 
designed to ensure fairness and impartiality, ensuring internal investigations were conducted in 
compliance with said policies and determining whether any conflict of interest existed based on all known 
information.  As Commissioner Young mentioned, Chairperson Brown stated several of the Review 
Committees struggled with this determination because PSP did not properly safeguard its investigations 
against conflicts, i.e., did not require signed disclosures.  After the Commission recommended this 
corrective measure during a previous review, Chairperson Brown reported that PSP changed its policy 
and now requires its investigators, adjudicators, and reviewers to sign appropriate disclosures evidencing 
written documentation of whether any conflicts exist.  Although the Commission also recommended 
independent criminal investigations of all use of force incidents involving Troopers to ensure impartiality, 
Chairperson Brown reported that PSP has not yet implemented such a measure. 
 
 At this time, Chairperson Brown opened the floor to discussion and deliberations concerning 
impartially [Review Objective No. 2] and relinquished the floor to Review Committee Chairperson 
Lappas.  Review Committee Chairperson Lappas remarked that impartially was discussed greatly by 
Commissioners during previous reviews and that he had no reason to suspect or conclude PSP acted with 
any type of favoritism or partiality.  Review Committee Chairperson Lappas also noted that the importance 
of impartiality was to ensure that pertinent agency standards of conduct and related policies are applied 
consistently when judging the actions of all Troopers.  Here, Review Committee Chairperson Lappas 
stated that PSP’s investigation of the underlying incident included the evaluation of a high speed chase 
involving numerous patrol vehicles through several residential neighborhoods, cross streets, and business 
corridors, the discharge of numerous gunshots and the death of a citizen.  In its letter [dated September 6, 
2022, page 5] to the Review Committee’s written questions, Review Committee Chairperson Lappas 
recounted that PSP indicated it does maintain a Pursuit Policy but that the contents of said policy is 
confidential by statute and invoked confidentially 11 times in response to various questions.   
 
 Review Committee Chairperson Lappas researched Section 6342 of Pennsylvania’s Vehicle Code 
which does, in fact, require certain provisions within and makes a law enforcement agency’s pursuit policy 
confidential and not available to the public.  However, Review Committee Chairperson Lappas remarked 
that the Commission, and by extension all Review Committees, is part of the executive branch with a 
specific mission to improve policing across state law enforcement agencies within the Commonwealth.  
Review Committee Chairperson Lappas added that all Commissioners signed Confidentiality 
Agreements, developed, and must abide by the Commission’s Bylaws [which also contains confidentiality 
and related provisions about statements to the media] and swore an oath after accepting his/her 
appointment.  Of note, Review Committee Chairperson Lappas stated that Section 3105 of Pennsylvania’s 
Vehicle Code [which is cross referenced in Section 6342] does not relieve and still requires that Troopers 
exercise due regard to the safety of all persons. 
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 Review Committee Chairperson Lappas questioned how Commissioners and the Review 
Committee could conclude that involved Troopers pursued the citizen with due regard to the safety of all 
persons, i.e., at what point and under what circumstances does a Trooper have a duty to end a pursuit and 
apprehend the citizen at another time when the Trooper already had personally identifiable information.  
Here, Review Committee Chairperson also remarked that the initial Trooper only noticed the citizen 
stopped on the roadway and was not considered (at that time) a fleeing bank robber or violent felon.  Yet, 
Review Committee Chairperson Lappas stated PSP has refused to provide any information concerning its 
Pursuit Policy which will affect many of the Review Committee’s determinations.  Review Committee 
Chairperson Lappas also stated that while the Review Committee is not an investigative entity nor does it 
possess subpoena power, Commissioners do have a right to ask additional questions and PSP has the same 
duty to properly respond. 
 
 Vice-Chairperson Pittinger certainly agreed with Review Committee Chairperson Lappas’ 
sentiments, recognized Commissioners’ rightful frustration, and believed the lack of information 
prevented the Review Committee from properly doing its job.  Vice-Chairperson Pittinger also 
acknowledged that while some information is properly shielded under C.H.R.I.A [which was not related 
to this review but critical in others], PSP takes license with its refusal to provide the Review Committee 
with other information by invoking some excuse or statute.   
 
 Commissioner Bishop Jones echoed the sentiments of both Commissioners and believed that 
PSP’s refusal to provide basic information was discouraging.  Commissioner Bishop Jones also noted that 
PSP asked the Commission to forgo consideration of a different matter [Internal Case No. 21-0018-P] 
during its last Regular (Quarterly) Meeting to provide additional information thus causing more delay.  
Nonetheless, Commissioner Bishop Jones remarked that the Review Committee hoped to move forward 
in making determinations of its six Review Objectives without the necessary information. 
 
 Commissioner Young agreed with her fellow Commissioners and found it very troubling that the 
content of PSP’s Pursuit Policy especially related to the use of pit maneuvers and high-speed pursuits 
were kept confidential.  Commissioner Young believed that the public had a right to know, and the 
legislature may wish to reconsider the matter since transparency and accountability related to such conduct 
was extremely important to communities.  Commissioner Young also questioned how the Review 
Committee can properly determine whether PSP’s completed internal investigation included a thorough 
examination of whether the involved Troopers’ conduct complied with PSP policy without having copies 
or knowledge of applicable policy sections.          
 
 Chairperson Brown remarked that the Commissioners’ discussion and comments were touching 
on the Review Committee’s determinations of completeness and reasonableness and asked whether 
Commissioners wished to take the same stance on impartiality [Review Objective No. 2] as it did on 
previous reviews based on the lack of necessary information.  In connection with its review of Internal 
Case No. 21-0018-P, Review Committee Chairperson Lappas commented that Commissioners opined the 
committee was unable to determine whether PSP’s completed internal investigation was impartial, 
complete, performed in a manner consistent with standard law enforcement protocols or if adjudicatory 
findings were reasonable because of the lack of necessary information.  Consequently, Review Committee 
Chairperson Lappas believed the Review Committee must be consistent to maintain integrity and 
suggested Commissioners opt to authorize a determination of promptness and fairness [Review Objective 
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No. 1], but that all other Review Objectives are answered in the negative.  Chairperson Brown agreed with 
the approach and polled the other Commissioners. 
 
 Commissioner Young agreed with the approach based on the lack of information and Vice-
Chairperson Pittinger also agreed.  Vice-Chairperson Pittinger added that the Review Committee could 
not make determinations of whether PSP’s completed internal investigation properly examined Troopers’ 
conduct and measured such conduct against applicable policies if Commissioners were unaware of the 
guidance or standards that were applied.  Vice-Chairperson Pittinger noted Commissioners’ obligations 
were to the Governor, the public and to PSP to do their job as thoroughly and reasonably as they can.  
Commissioner Bishop Jones also agreed with Review Committee Chairperson Lappas’ approach.  
Chairperson Brown recognized the unanimous approach and noted the Review Committees’ 
determinations concerning Review Objectives Nos. 1 through 5. 
 
 Concerning whether any policy and or training deficiencies exist [Review Objective No. 6] by 
comparing facts and circumstances described in PSP’s completed internal investigation with relevant 
agency policies and training, and best practice guidelines, Chairperson Brown opined that such a 
determination again related back to PSP’s Pursuit Policy, i.e., how do you know what, if anything, needs 
to change if unaware of current standards of conduct and relinquished the floor to Review Committee 
Chairperson Lappas.   
 
 Review Committee Chairperson Lappas agreed that the Review Committee cannot evaluate a 
policy and or recommend policy amendments if Commissioners cannot access the policy itself.  Like 
Vice-Chairperson Pittinger’s previous comments, Review Committee Chairperson Lappas believed 
Commissioners were purposefully left in the dark until the last minute.  Review Committee Chairperson 
Lappas recalled a statement by State Police Commissioner Colonel Evanchick in a letter, dated July 22, 
2022, to the Review Committee that PSP complained of Commissioners doing independent research 
during a review.  Review Committee Chairperson Lappas found it appalling that PSP refused to provide 
relevant information and answer appropriate questions but then complains of, and objects to, 
Commissioners engaging in something as innocent as reading newspapers. 
 
 With no further comment or questions by Commissioners, Chairperson Brown asked for a motion 
to authorize the drafting of a Preliminary Investigative Review Report for Internal Case No. 21-
0017-P.  The motion was offered and seconded with no noted objections.  Chairperson Brown reported 
that a draft report will be prepared for consideration by the Review Committee during its Special Meeting 
scheduled for October 11, 2022 at 10:00 a.m.   
 
 [As an administrative matter, Chairperson Brown reported that the Review Committee needed to 
schedule another meeting to authorize distribution of the preliminary report to the Covered Agency for an 
“Opportunity to Respond” before the Commission’s Regular (Quarterly) Meeting on October 28, 2022.  
After some discussion and based on availability, Commissioners agreed to add a Special Meeting on 
October 19, 2022 at 10:00 a.m. to its Meeting Calendar.]  
 
At 2:03 p.m. Reconsideration, Discussion, and Continued Deliberation Concerning 

Internal Case No. 21-0018-P for the Purpose of Finalizing Draft of a 
Preliminary Investigative Review Report for Consideration by Commission 
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 Chairperson Brown recapped discussions and deliberations concerning the draft of the Review 
Committee’s Preliminary Investigation Review Report for Internal Case No. 21-0018-P to date.  
Specifically, Chairperson Brown reported that it previously submitted a version of this report to the 
Commission which was returned to the Review Committee for further consideration.  During the review 
Committee’s last Special Meeting held on September 21, 2022, Chairperson Brown also reported that PSP 
provided an oral dialogue [in Executive Session] of its requests to consider amendments of specific 
portions of the draft preliminary report before returning the report to the full Commission for 
consideration.  The oral dialogue included answering some additional questions posed by Commissioners.  
Thereafter, the Review Committee rescinded the previous version of the draft preliminary report submitted 
to the full Commission for consideration on August 5, 2022.  Administratively, and for ease of reference, 
the Review Committee considered an earlier draft of the preliminary report and already agreed to an 
amendment including the removal of a footnote, as requested by PSP. 
  
 As authorized by the Review Committee, staff drafted three versions of proposed amendments to 
the draft preliminary report for Commissioners to use while further considering PSP’s requests for 
amendments as follows:   

 Version 1 (contains original language as originally adopted in July 2022); 
 Version 2 (contains two yellow highlighted sections with removal of Footnote 1 and 

other references to root cause analysis); and 
 Version 3 (contains the two yellow highlighted sections above along with a turquoise 

section adding information shared by PSP during the Review Committee’s September 
21st meeting).  

 
 After having an opportunity to review the three versions of proposed amendments, Chairperson 
Brown then opened discussion regarding which version Commissioners preferred to adopt and 
relinquished the floor to Review Committee Chairperson Lappas.  Review Committee Chairperson Lappas 
wished to first make an historical note and reminded Commissioners that the Review Committee 
unanimously adopted Determinations, Findings and related Conclusions concerning PSP’s completed 
internal investigation for this review back in July 2022.  Following extensive discussion and deliberation, 
Review Committee Chairperson Lappas added that the Review Committee submitted a draft preliminary 
report for consideration by the full Commission during its August 5, 2022 Regular (Quarterly) Meeting.  
At that time, PSP requested that the report be removed from the agenda because it wanted an opportunity 
to provide additional information, so the matter was tabled and remanded back to this committee for 
further consideration.  The next day, Review Committee Chairperson Lappas commented that the CHNI 
news reported that the Commission offered no recommendations during its meeting and all determinations 
were in PSP’s favor.  In addition, Review Committee Chairperson Lappas also remarked that an article in 
the Bucks County Herald (on August 9, 2022) reported the Commission’s reviews approved of PSP 
investigations.  Review Committee Chairperson Lappas questioned the sources of such articles given that 
this committee’s report [which was not favorable to PSP] was removed at the agency’s request.  Now, the 
Review Committee reconvenes, and Review Committee Chairperson Lappas believed that PSP did not 
provide any additional information.  Rather, Review Committee Chairperson Lappas stated that PSP 
simply offered more of the same criticism, opinion, and argument during the Review Committee’s 
Executive Session on September 21, 2022.  Consequently, Review Committee Chairperson Lappas did 
not believe there was any reason to change or amend the reasonableness section of the report except to 
eliminate Footnote 1 which referenced the “state created danger doctrine.” 
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 Commissioner Young agreed with Review Committee Chairperson Lappas in many respects and 
believed the Finding should stand.  However, Commissioner Young also wanted to be fair and transparent 
to the public, and PSP asked that the Commissioners consider the Trooper’s action at the moment deadly 
force was used.  Commissioner Young believed that ensuring the report incorporated and represented all 
sides was the right thing to do.  Consequently, Commissioner Young favored Version 3 since it included 
additional information offered by PSP, i.e., PSP does not train Troopers to reach in a vehicle to dislodge 
car keys.  Commissioner Young also remarked that providing as much context as the committee can while 
also staying true to past decisions was optimal. 
 
 Commissioner Bishop Jones agreed with both perspectives [Commissioners Lappas and Young] 
but leaned a little more toward Commissioner Young since he wished to be as transparent as possible.  For 
example, Commissioner Bishop Jones believed that when the Review Committee receives information 
then it should share as much of the information with the public as it can despite not receiving all necessary 
information to do its work.  Like Commissioner Young, Commissioner Bishop Jones favored Version 3.  
Vice-Chairperson Pittinger also agreed and favored Version 3 since it described concerns while it also 
included PSP’s position.  Vice-Chairperson Pittinger believed that Version 3 was very comprehensive.   
 
 Chairperson Brown acknowledged that adoption of Version 3 represented a consensus of the 
Review Committee and called for a vote to adopt Version 3 at that time.  The vote to include Version 
3 carried with a majority of Commissioners in attendance voting in favor [3 to 1] with Review 
Committee Chairperson remaining an objection and Commissioner Lawful-Saunders absent.  
Chairperson Brown reported that staff will incorporate Version 3 into the draft report which will be 
prepared for final adoption before submission to the full Commission for consideration on October 28, 
2022.  Review Committee Chairperson Lappas asked for clarification and questioned whether the 
amendment to the reasonableness section of the report changed any other sections and or the Review 
Committee’s ultimate determination that PSP’s adjudicatory findings remained unreasonable.  
Chairperson Brown replied that no determination or other section of the report would change.  
Consequently, Review Committee Chairperson Lappas changed his vote to accept Version 3. 
 
 With no other questions or comments by Commissioners, Chairperson Brown opened the floor to 
public comment, but none were offered.  At this time, Chairperson Brown asked for a motion to adjourn 
the Public Session of the Review Committee’s Special Meeting and the motion was offered and seconded 
with no objection. 
           
At 2:19 p.m. Announcements by Commission Chairperson 
 Chairperson Brown provided closing remarks and informed the public about how to file complaints 
using the Commission’s hotline, access the Commission’s webpage, and contact the Office of State 
Inspector General and its Bureau of Law Enforcement Oversight (BLEO) for assistance.   
 
At 2:19 p.m. Special Meeting of the Critical Incident Review Committee Adjourned 
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CRITICAL INCIDENT REVIEW COMMITTEE 
SPECIAL MEETING AGENDA 

The Pennsylvania State Law Enforcement Citizen Advisory Commission (Commission), established by 
Executive Order 2020-04 (as amended by Governor Tom Wolf on April 30, 2021) announces a Special Meeting 
of the Commission’s Critical Incident Review Committee (Review Committee) to be held in person at the Office 
of State Inspector General located at 555 Walnut Street, 7th Floor, Forum Place, Harrisburg, PA 17101 and 
virtually via the Commission’s information technology platform (Microsoft Teams) on Friday, September 30, 
2022, at 1:00pm (Executive Session) and at 1:30pm (Public Session).   

In accordance with 65 Pa.C.S. § 709(b) and Article 6, Section 2 of the Commission’s Bylaws, the Review 
Committee’s Meeting Agenda consists of the following items: 

(1) Executive Session [closed to the public – Review of Meeting Agenda; Status of its review concerning the
Covered Agency’s confidential completed internal investigation in anticipation of the Review Committee’s
issuance of a draft Preliminary Investigative Review Report for Internal Case No. 21-0017-P; Overview
of any additional confidential information offered by the Covered Agency concerning the Review
Committee’s reconsideration of Internal Case No. 21-0018-P; and other administrative matters];

(2) Call to Order and Roll Call [expected to begin at approximately 10:30am];
(3) Acceptance of Meeting Agenda;
(4) Approval and adoption of previous Special Meeting Minutes from September 21, 2022;
(5) Approval of administrative and/or other procedural matters;
(6) Report and/or remarks by the Critical Incident Review Committee’s Chairperson;
(7) Opportunity for general public comment;
(8) Consideration, discussion, deliberation, and official action(s) concerning the Covered Agency’s completed

internal investigation and preliminary determinations regarding the Review Committee’s six Review
Objectives, including: (1) whether the completed investigation was prompt, fair, impartial and complete;
(2) whether adjudicatory findings and discipline, if any, was reasonable based on a totality of the
circumstances; and (3) whether any policy and/or training deficiencies exist and related recommendations,
if any, in anticipation of the issuance of a draft Preliminary Investigative Review Report for Internal
Case No. 21-0017-P;

(9) Opportunity for special public comment concerning Internal Case No. 21-0017-P;
(10) Reconsideration, discussion, deliberation, and official action(s) concerning the draft of Preliminary

Investigative Review Report for Internal Case No. 21-0018-P and the contents thereof;
(11) Opportunity for special public comment concerning Internal Case No. 21-0018-P;
(12) Executive Session [closed to the public – Reconsideration and finalization of the Preliminary Investigative

Review Report for Internal Case No. 21-0018-P based on actions taken during the meeting].

Individuals having questions regarding this Special Meeting of the Commission’s Critical Incident Review 
Committee, which is open to the public, should contact the Bureau of Law Enforcement Oversight within the 
Pennsylvania Office State Inspector General (OSIG) at (717) 787-6835.  Media inquiries may be directed to the 
OSIG’s Deputy State Inspector General for External Affairs Jonathan Hendrickson at (717) 265-8396. 

Sha S. Brown, Chairperson  
Pennsylvania State Law Enforcement Citizen Advisory 
Commission 

ATTACHMENT 2

http://www.osig.pa.gov/pslecac

